
Press conference: Saturday 28 August 2021 10:30 a.m. 

We cordially invite you to our press conference 

Meeting point: Vöhringer INSPIRATION STAGE 2021 
Hall 13 A95 

Let Vöhringer present the latest interior design solutions for motorhomes and caravans. Speak directly 
with the responsible developers and designers. 

We will present in the form of so-called VMODULS  
a colourful bouquet of interior design ideas for motorhomes and caravans.  
The materials used for the illustrative examples are our own tried and tested materials such as 
VBASIC and many materials from the V.I.T. Vöhringer Innovations-Technologie series such as 

VFLEX, VUNDER TECH, VSTRONG,V3D COMPOSITE. 

Due to the intelligent and innovative combinations of these materials and the increasing demands on 
flexibility, lightness and stability of the interior design, almost nothing is impossible in the future. 

Be the first to learn all about the new possibilities of multiple use of a motorhome. 

For example, with the help of an ingenious rail system, storage compartments can be installed and 
removed in the blink of an eye.  
The storage compartments are designed in such a way that they are either very useful as storage 
boxes in the interior that can be expanded as desired, or they can be removed completely and 
attached to the luggage rack as practical trendy bicycle saddle bags for quick shopping. The storage 
space in the rear can be equipped with a removable bicycle rack while riding. Once at the destination, 
it is parked next to the vehicle. This creates additional living space in the motorhome. If you want to 
take your pet with you, simply exchange the bicycle stand for the dog box.  

We look forward to seeing you there. 

Contact: 
Eva Czanek & Linda Vöhringer 
marketing@voehringer.com    

Vöhringer GmbH & Co. KG  
In Aufzügen 11 
72818 Trochtelfingen 
Tel.: +49 (0) 7124 - 9298-0 
Homepage: www.voehringer.com 
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Closet with space for a 
mobile camping toilet

Multifunctional 
sideboard box  

Mobile Dog Box   

My home is my workstation   

Storage space and saddlebag 
in one module 

Removable bike station for 
two bikes  




